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My car has been stolen  .

My car has been found by a five-year-old boy.
.

(

I play the piano every day. .

 

to be

to be

am/ is/ are

was/ were

am/ is/ are  being

was/ were  being

have/ has  been

had been

 can/ could/ will/ would/ may/ might/
must/ should  be

Past Participle

by

Our teacher answers our questions.

.
Our questions are answered by our teacher.

.
Ali broke the window  .
The window was broken by Ali  .
She has invited me  .
I have been invite by her  .

 

lendask

teachsend

promisegive

tellshow

My brother lent me some money.

.
I was lent some money  .
Some money was lent to me.

.
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The weather is good, isn’t it   
They don’t live in Mashhad, do they

(
 

(am, is, are, was, were to be
 (p p have/ has/ had (

(can, could, will, would, should,

 does do
did

 
“n’t”

I can fix the problem, can’t I  NOT (cannot I )

I, you, he,
there
 

Sara washes the dishes, doesn’t she  NOT (dosen’t Sara )

not

hardly never
little no one nobody

rarely nothing few
She hardly studies, does she  
“am I not ”  “aren’t I ”  I am …  

I am a student, aren’t I  (am I not )
Anything Nothing

it Everything Something

Something was wrong, wasn’t it
Anyone Nobody No one

Everybody Everyone Somebody Someone Anybody
they

Someone saw you there, didn’t they
these it that this

they those
This is my car, isn’t it
Those are my shoes, aren’t they

 “,shall we ” let’s

Let’s eat dinner now, shall we
“,will you  ”  

Clean your room, will you
if

If you study hard, you will pass the test, won’t you
I believe I know  

“I” I guess I think
I think he was right, wasn’t he

I
You think he was right, don’t you

but and
so or

My friends and I went out, and we ate dinner together.
.

They were at the same restaurant, but they didn’t see 
each other.

.
I can go out, or I can stay with you.

.
It was really cold, so we stayed home.

.
:and

Sara can play the Guitar, and I can sing.
.
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:but

I can’t speak English, but my sister can speak it well.

.

:or

You can eat your food, or you can go to bed.
.

so :so
I’m too tired, so I go to bed early tonight.

.

863. Oh, no! The camera which I ......... yesterday isn’t here. It ......... .
1) bought/ was stolen  2) bought/ has been stolen

3) was bought/ has stolen  4) was bought/ stole

864. Hundreds of people ......... in this factory two years ago and many of them ......... their jobs soon.

1) employed/ will lose  2) employed/ will be lost

3) were employed/ will lose  4) were employed/ will be lost

865. Spanish, the world’s third most widely-spoken language, ......... by around 500 million people.

1) has been spoken 2) is speaking 3) will speak 4) is spoken

866. The police ......... special powers to help them in the fight against terrorism.

1) was given 2) have been given 3) gave 4) have given

867. Unfortunately, at least 38 people ......... and nearly 100 ......... in the recent storms. 

1) have been died/ have been injured 2) have died/ have been injured

3) have died/ have injured  4) have died/ have injured

868. About 71 percent of the Earth’s surface ......... by water, and oceans ......... about 96% of all Earth’s water.

1) covers/ are held  2) has been covered/ are held

3) is covered/ hold  4) has covered/ hold

869. They ......... held a lot of meetings, but nothing ......... decided yet.

1) have been/ has been 2) have been/ has 3) have/ has 4) have/ has been

870. While we were watching the airplane, it suddenly ......... into the clouds.

1) has been disappeared  2) has disappeared

3) was disappeared  4) disappeared

871. Which sentence is grammatically CORRECT?

1) I am taught grammar on Sunday. 2) The fire has been damaged the building. 

3) A ticket will be given you tomorrow. 4) Dinosaurs were existed millions of years ago. 

872. Which of the following sentences is NOT grammatically correct?

1) Most film stars hate being interviewed. 2) Most film stars hate to be interviewed.

3) A new computer will buy for John. 4) Jane will be bought a new computer.

873. Which sentence is NOT grammatically correct?

1) We don’t know on exactly which day the baby will born. 

2) One of the first antibiotics was discovered in 1928.

3) Something terrible has happened recently.

4) The children are excited to be taken to the zoo.
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874. Which sentence is grammatically CORRECT?
1) Valentina was asked a question by Sophia.  2) A child from a poor family forced to work. 
3) I don’t enjoy to be laughed at by other people. 4) At least 30 people have been died in the recent storm.

875. The national anthem ......... by the soldiers when New Year arrived. 
1) was singing 2) sang 3) was being sung 4) were sung

876. She didn’t mind ......... to help with the Christmas dinner. 
1) being asked  2) to be asked 3) asking 4) to ask

877. Don’t switch off the computer. New updates ......... .
1) install 2) is installing 3) are installed 4) are being installed

878. By whom ......... care of when her mother returned to work?
1) did the baby take  2) was the baby being taken
3) has the baby been taken  4) was the baby taking 

879. I got into a taxi quickly because I ......... by two strange men. As soon as I got into the taxi, I ......... a little safer.
1) was followed/ was being felt 2) was following/ felt
3) was being followed/ felt  4) followed/ was feeling

880. They’re afraid ......... because the neighborhood is dangerous. 
1) of being attacked  2) of attacking 3) from being attacked  4) from attacking

881. This is not the first time that I ......... a golden opportunity like this. I hope to pass the interview I am going to take 
part in the next week. (98 )

1) am offered  2) have been offered  3) will offer  4) had offered
882. I’m really looking forward to ......... abroad by my company. (92 )

1) be sent 2) being sent 3) having sent 4) have been sent
883. The new high-quality models of sunglasses are going to ......... in our factory next year.  (94 )

1) be produced 2) be producing 3) produced 4) produce
884. Mrs. Hamidi has written a book about the plants in the forests of Iran. The book ......... last year. (94 )

1) published 2) was published 3) has published 4) that published
885. After breaking his leg in the skiing accident, ......... to cut short his vacation and go back home. (98 )

1) forced 2) he forced 3) that forced 4) he was forced
886. While skiing, the young boy broke his leg and ......... to the hospital immediately. (98 )

1) would be taken 2) had to be taken 3) had taken  4) took

 
887. A: My mother put the flowers in the vase, ......... she? B: I think it’s beautiful, ......... it?

1) did/ is 2) does/ is 3) didn’t/ isn’t 4) doesn’t/ isn’t
888. The piano you bought yesterday was too heavy. Nobody could move it, .........? 

1) couldn’t it 2) could he 3) couldn’t they 4) could they
889. A: You’ve got a digital camera, ......... you? B: Yes, why? Do you want to borrow it?

1) do 2) don’t 3) have 4) haven’t
890. I don’t suppose you are serious, .........? 

1) do you 2) don’t you 3) are you 4) aren’t you
891. My little brother’s totally dependent on my parents, because he has no money of his own, ......... he?

1) has 2) does 3) isn’t 4) hasn’t 
892. Kate: If I take a photo, they won’t mind, .........? David: No, of course they won’t. 

1) don’t I 2) do I 3) won’t they 4) will they
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893. Not many people ......... deeper than 10,000 meters under the sea so far, ......... they?

1) travelled/ did 2) have travelled/ have 3) travelled/ didn’t 4) have travelled/ haven’t

894. Everyone supposes that the Egyptian pyramids are the oldest in the world, .........? 

1) doesn’t he 2) aren’t they 3) don’t they 4) are they

895. My friend, Helen, is Karen’s neighbor, but they hardly ever see each other, .........?
1) do they 2) don’t they 3) is she 4) isn’t she

896. I believe that there is little relationship between the demand for a particular product and its price, ..........?
1) isn’t there 2) don’t I 3) is it 4) is there

897. Don’t forget to turn off the computer before you leave the room, .........?
1) will you 2) won’t you 3) do you 4) don’t you

898. Few people think that there are other planets in our solar system with human life just like our own, .........?
1) do they 2) don’t they 3) aren’t there 4) are there

899. Since she left home two years ago, Helen ............... little contact with her family, ......... she?

1) had/ didn’t 2) had/ did 3) has had/ has 4) has had/ hasn’t

900. I’m looking forward to meeting her, .........?
1) am not I 2) aren’t I 3) am I 4) aren’t you

901. Which sentence is NOT grammatically correct?

1) You’d like a holiday, wouldn’t you? 2) I’m in time for lunch, aren’t I?

3) Come here a minute, can you? 4) He’s never been to London, is he?

902. Which sentences is NOT grammatically correct?

1) This is your car, isn’t it?  2) Nobody is perfect, are they?

3) I hope you’re not angry with me, are you? 4) Somebody hit me as I was running, wasn’t I?

903. Which sentences is NOT grammatically correct?

1) There’s a lot of work to do today, isn’t there? 2) This little boy is lost, isn’t it?

3) Don’t smoke in this room, will you? 4) Let’s have some lunch now, shall we?

904. Which of the following sentences is grammatically CORRECT?

1) Nothing’s wrong, are they? 2) I don’t suppose you are serious, do I? 

3) She had no time to finish it, did she? 4) There was little food in the fridge, wasn’t there?

905. Which of the following sentences is NOT grammatically correct?

1) I’m taught English grammar, aren’t I? 2) Something’s being eaten, isn’t it?

3) I’ll be angry if it happens again, won’t I? 4) Nobody’s been invited, has it?

906. Which of the following sentences is NOT grammatically correct?

1) None of your friends like my cousin, do they? 2) They hardly ever go to the theatre, don’t they?

3) I suppose that she isn’t enjoying herself, is she?  4) That student has few friends, does he?

907. Which of the following sentences is NOT grammatically correct?

1) A little sugar is added to sauces, isn’t it?

2) Nobody remembered to book the tickets, did they?

3) One of my sons hurt his knee playing football, didn’t he?

4) If I sold my car, I’ve get much money for it, didn’t I?

908. Jane believes that her team members easily won the game because they are familiar with teamwork, .........? 98 )
1) aren’t they 2) didn’t they 3) didn’t she 4) doesn’t she

909. It is a fact that all people are ready to try as hard as possible to become happy, .........? 98 )

1) don’t they 2) isn’t it 3) aren’t they 4) doesn’t it
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910. The new rug in the living room is beautiful, ......... it does not match the furniture.
1) so 2) because 3) but 4) and

911. One of my sister’s friends lives by the sea, ......... he’s got a boat, ......... he often goes sailing.
1) so/ yet 2) so/ and 3) and/ so 4) and/ or

912. My cousin bought a sweater, ......... it doesn’t fit him very well, ......... he has decided to take it back to the shop.
1) but/ and 2) but/ so 3) and/ so 4) and/ and

913. The way may be long, ......... we may feel tired, ......... we will not give up hope.
1) so/ and 2) and/ but  3) so/ for 4) and/ or

914. Which part of the following sentence is grammatically WRONG?
“I saw an accident last night. Somebody called an ambulance, but nobody was injured, and the ambulance wasn’t needed.”

1) but 2) was injured 3) and 4) wasn’t needed
915. Which of the following is a compound sentence?

1) The dentist didn’t let me eat or drink anything for at least an hour.
2) Helen and her cousin haven’t decided where to go for their holiday.
3) Jenifer can’t walk, and her leg is in plaster.
4) The food was so hot that we couldn’t eat it.

916. Justin could make all the preparations for his new house by himself, ......... he decided to hire an architect and several 
laborers to design and construct it. (98 )

1) but  2) so 3) or  4) and
917. My younger brother is currently abroad on business. I don’t know exactly when he is coming back, ......... I’m sure 

he’ll be back ......... Friday. (98 )
1) and/ before  2) but/ by 3) or/ after 4) so/ on

918. Long trips may make you tired ......... weak, ......... can increase the risk of illness. So you should eat well while you are traveling.
1) so/ and this  2) and/ and this 3) so/ so 4) and/ so (98 )

919. You will remember ......... some petrol before you start your trip, ......... you?
1) to get/ won’t 2) to get/ will 3) getting/ won’t 4) getting/ will

920. The book “War of the Worlds” ......... over 100 years ago, ......... it?
1) wasn’t written/ wasn’t  2) was written/ wasn’t
3) has been written/ hasn’t  4) hasn’t been written/ hasn’t

921. You ......... a bank on your left, if you go right at the end of this street, ......... you?
1) see/ do 2) will see/ will 3) saw/ don’t 4) will see/ won’t

922. I couldn’t decide what ......... . There was nothing on the menu that I liked, ......... there?
1) eating/ was 2) eat/ wasn’t 3) to eat/ was 4) to eat/ wasn’t

923. One of my best friends ......... a job in a car factory recently, ......... I don’t think he’ll accept it.
1) has been offered/ but  2) have offered/ and
3) offered/ but  4) were offered/ and

924. There was a problem with the photocopier yesterday, ......... now it’s OK. It’s working again, it ......... repaired.
1) but/ has 2) and/ has 3) but/ has been 4) and/ has been

925. Yesterday, my younger sister and I were really hungry, ......... I suggested ......... dinner early.
1) so/ to have 2) so/ having 3) but/ having 4) and/ to have
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926. Last night I ......... by the police as I was driving home ......... one of the lights on my car wasn’t working.
1) stopped/ because 2) stopped/ so 3) was stopped/ because 4) was stopped/ so

927. The music was very loud ......... from a long way away.
1) because could be heard  2) because could hear
3) and could be heard  4) and could hear

928. The injured man couldn’t walk ......... to hospital.
1) so they had to carry  2) so had to be carried him
3) and they had to carry  4) and had to be carried

929. I ......... to my friend’s house this weekend, ......... I might go to my grandfather’s house.
1) have invited/ or 2) have been invited/ or 3) have invited/ so 4) have been invited/ so

930. Our team has practiced very hard for this game, ......... I think we have a good chance of ......... .
1) so/ winning 2) but/ to win 3) but/ winning 4) and/ to win

931. You received your phone bill four weeks ago, ......... yet.
1) but it hasn’t been paid  2) but it hasn’t paid
3) so it was paid  4) so it paid

932. A: Sarah doesn’t know Karen, ......... she? B: No, they ......... .
1) doesn’t/ have never been met 2) doesn’t/ weren’t met
3) does/ have never met  4) does/ didn’t meet

933. Martin hates ......... to stay late at work, ......... he? 
1) asking/ doesn’t 2) to ask/ does 3) being asked/ doesn’t 4) to be asked/ does

934. The first exercise in the unit was very easy, ......... the rest were hard, .........?
1) or/ wasn’t it 2) but/ wasn’t it 3) or/ weren’t they 4) but/ weren’t they

935. In the United States, elections for president ......... every four years, ......... they?
1) are held/ are 2) hold/ don’t 3) are held/ aren’t 4) hold/ do

936. The boat ......... a rock and sank quickly. Fortunately, everybody was rescued, ..........?
1) hit/ wasn’t he  2) hit/ weren’t they
3) was hit/ weren’t they  4) was hit/ was he

937. A: The foreigner knows little English, ......... he? B: Yes, he only knows how ......... “hello.”.
1) does/ saying 2) doesn’t/ to say 3) does/ to say 4) doesn’t/ saying

938. My neighbor was grateful for the help and baked them a cake as a mark of ......... for all the work they had done for her.
1) inspiration 2) responsibility 3) blessing 4) appreciation

939. According to this high school biology textbook, photosynthesis is the process ......... plants convert sunlight into food.
1) whereby 2) however 3) hence 4) besides

940. A wise man once told me to speak ......... if I think I’m in the right; there’s no need to get angry.
1) orally 2) loudly 3) calmly  4) rarely

941. Our chemistry teacher has promised that he will ......... an entire class to reviewing the material that will be on the test.
1) deserve 2) donate 3) dedicate 4) develop

942. Researchers have found recently that one ......... of the brain is to produce substances that can improve your health.
1) result 2) function  3) principle 4) strength
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943. We prefer to behave towards people with ......... most of the time, but if someone is cruel to us we find it easy to be 
cruel in kind. 

1) strength 2) blessing 3) responsibility 4) kindness
944. Japanese scientists are doing some research on different monkeys to ......... between their behaviors observed in the 

wild and those observed in human environments.
1) choose 2) function 3) distinguish 4) discover

945. I feel a great deal of ......... for the homeless people who don’t have a warm place to sleep in the winter.
1) pain 2) failure 3) pity 4) tear

946. In North America, if there is silence for more than twenty seconds during a meeting, people become uncomfortable, 
so they usually break the silence by talking. However, this doesn’t happen everywhere. In some places, a period of 
silence after someone has spoken shows ......... for the speaker.

1) pity 2) respect 3) uncertainty 4) patient
947. Unfortunately, peace talks between the two countries broke down when neither side reached a(n) .......... . 

1) function 2) attitude 3) agreement 4) strength
948. The rich nations of the world will have to ......... at least a part of the money lent to the developing countries in order 

for the poor nations to make any real progress.
1) deserve 2) spare 3) share 4) forgive 

949. My little daughter’s had the flu since Monday. Right now, her ......... has gone down, but she doesn’t feel completely 
normal yet.

1) disease 2) pain 3) temperature 4) strength
950. My literature teacher once said that a poet is one who can convert ordinary words into a ......... and effective piece of writing.

1) meaningful  2) peaceful 3) grateful 4) respectful
951. Since my neighbor’s older sister had a high fever and a sore throat last Sunday, she went to her ......... for treatment. 

1) inspiration 2) guideline 3) physician 4) medicine
952. You’ll have to speak more loudly. I’m afraid my grandmother’s rather hard of ......... .

1) hearing 2) emotion 3) principle 4) blessing
953. One of my classmates lost his ......... for a few minutes after hitting his head on the ice at the skating rink.

1) ethic 2) memory  3) emotion 4) value
954. John Ruskin once said that the strength and power of a country depends absolutely on the ......... of good and 

dedicated men and women in it.
1) kindness 2) principle 3) agreement 4) quantity

955. In some countries, it’s considered ......... for women with families to want to work outside the home; in fact, women 
must stay at home and bring up their children.

1) dedicated 2) enjoyable 3) unnatural 4) respectful
956. It is hard to believe that you will be able to make something happen to get you out of this ......... situation.

1) unconditional 2) worthy 3) ordinary 4) terrible 
957. If you want your picked flowers to last longer, you’ll need to put them in a big ......... with some water.

1) diary 2) tool 3) cage 4) vase
958. Mothers were interviewed using a questionnaire which was designed to ......... information on how they feed their babies.

1) elicit 2) boost 3) spare 4) record
959. The little boy turned towards his mother and sat down on her ......... with his knees on either side of her body, facing 

her mother and asked her to tell him a funny story.
1) palm 2) hug 3) sofa 4) lap

960. Norway is generally ......... as one of the best countries to live in, according to an annual United Nations report.
1) appreciated 2) spared 3) developed 4) regarded 
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961. There is a large degree of ......... about the extent to which women worked underground in the eighteenth-century 
coal industry.

1) importance 2) quality 3) uncertainty 4) safety
962. When my mother took me to the airport to come to England, she gave me a big ........., and started to cry.

1) tool 2) role 3) hug 4) value
963. Our generous neighbor actively and ......... supported Helen and her family throughout her three year struggle with 

brain cancer. 
1) importantly 2) quietly 3) surprisingly 4) lovingly

964. A distinguished physician once said that the specific sign by which our body chooses to ......... stress will differ from 
one individual to the next. 

1) elicit 2) signal 3) burst 4) record
965. According to my math teacher, each chapter in the ......... is followed by about a dozen comprehension questions.

1) diary 2) author 3) instance 4) textbook
966. The doctor warned the patient not to exercise a lot after the operation until his ......... came back.

1) emotion 2) strength 3) medicine 4) ethic
967. I can’t believe it. He gave an hour-long speech and didn’t even ......... once to look at his notes.

1) pause  2) reply 3) spare 4) note
968. In the rural areas of Zimbabwe, it is considered polite to remove your hat when greeting a/an ......... person.

1) willing 2) grateful 3) ordinary 4) elderly 
969. Our research results ......... the relation between birth weight and lung function measurements reported in other studies.

1) generate 2) confirm 3) boost 4) provide
970. In the Netherlands we were fortunate to have fine coaches, who ......... no effort in the preparation of athletes for 

national competition.
1) burst 2) spared 3) regarded 4) made

971. Richard Nixon once noted that we cannot learn from one another until we stop ......... at one another - until we speak 
quietly enough so that our words can be heard as well as our voices. 

1) explaining 2) shouting 3) bursting 4) sparing
972. Remember children hear your tone of voice more than your words, so speak to them with respect and ......... kindness.

1) peaceful 2) countless 3) worthy 4) loving
973. I prefer to be a/an ......... individual, but I find it difficult to be nice to people that are rude and behave in an 

unreasonable and often angry way all the time. 
1) kindly 2) elderly 3) dedicated 4) distinguished

974. Wise went off to college, worked in the shipping industry for a while and then ......... a computer software firm which 
developed software for the Internet in Boston eight years ago.

1) belonged 2) improved 3) shared 4) founded
975. My loving mother ......... every hour of the day to taking care of us four children while my father was away at sea.

1) dedicated 2) improved 3) handled 4) appreciated
976. According to a magazine article I read, ......... nineteenth-century physicians working with cancer patients had none 

of the advanced instruments and devices we have today.
1) grateful 2) unconditional 3) dedicated 4) ordinary

977. To ......... my chances of success on the math test, I studied a whole three weeks in advance to make sure I would do 
very well in it.

1) record 2) boost 3) catch 4) handle
978. The little girl was ......... with pride when her art teacher showed her artwork to the class.

1) sparing 2) shouting 3) deserving 4) bursting
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979. Little girls will often ......... a diary because later in life they will want to read their thoughts and actions during their ......... .
1) write/ generation 2) take/ childhood 3) keep/ childhood 4) make/ generation

980. My generous and kind friend had ......... her elderly aunt, took her out on the days she had off, and presented her with 
as many gifts as her income would allow.

1) lovingly brought up 2) surprisingly cared for 3) lovingly cared for 4) surprisingly brought up
981. Most ........., they have to learn by ......... the entire history of the Qiang, because this endangered language has no 

written form.
1) surprisingly/ accident 2) importantly/ heart  3) surprisingly/ heart 4) importantly/ accident

982. The doctor did everything possible as a(n) ......... to save the life of the dying child; he also ......... his blood to help the 
child who was injured in the storm. 

1) responsibility/ gave 2) appreciation/ pumped 3) physician/ donated 4) principle/ lost
983. My older sister sent an e-mail to her boss asking for the day off so that she can ......... her son’s graduation ceremony, 

but she hasn’t received any ......... yet.
1) hold/ guideline 2) attend/ reply  3) attend/ guideline 4) hold/ reply

984. Many second language learners find it useful to keep track of their learning successes and difficulties by keeping 
a ......... strategies and problems they face during their studies.

1) textbook to record 2) textbook to share 3) diary to record 4) diary to share
985. This program about protecting endangered species will be ......... with subtitles for the hard of ......... . 

1) distinguished/ hearing 2) broadcast/ memory 3) broadcast/ hearing 4) distinguished/ memory
986. The sick man put his feet in cold water in the hope that it would help ......... his body temperature. 93 )

1) burst 2) spare 3) boost 4) lower
987. Al Gore has stated ......... that the American economy is dependent upon a healthy environment. 98 )

1) politely  2) repeatedly 3) calmly  4) really
988. Recently, teachers have been complaining that they have trouble in managing their classes because they say the 

students no longer have any ......... for their teachers or even their parents. 98 )
1) strength  2) advice 3) regard  4) notice

989. As soon as father opened the door, all the people in the hall ......... song. The guests invited to celebrate father’s 
birthday wanted to surprise him and they succeeded in doing so. 98 )

1) spared no 2) checked in  3) cared for 4) burst into
990. We all thought that we were going to spend a lot of money on the food, but to everyone’s amazement, the restaurant 

turned out to be ......... cheap. 98 )
1) fluently  2) wrongly  3) exactly  4) surprisingly

991. As the man is lazy and has no .......... of responsibility, he does not work to make money for his family. 96 )
1) sense 2) pity 3) habit 4) amount

992. The war was very depressing but gave to the community a greater ......... of togetherness. 98 )
1) sense 2) device 3) factor 4) notice

993. All that we children can do is ......... the mistakes of our parents; after all, no human being is perfect. 98 ) 
1) respect  2) forgive 3) suppose 4) exchange

994. Michael Mann, a/an ......... professor of atmospheric science, has been invited to give a speech about the dangerous 
effects of global warming. 98 )   

1) offered 2) donated 3) identified 4) distinguished
995. A: Dr. Gharib was a dedicated physician who was very friendly and helpful to poor families. B: ......... ! I didn’t know 

such a great man. 98 ) 
1) It’s a pity 2) Well done 3) I hope not 4) Not surprisingly
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996. The man wrote a book based on the events he had recorded in a/an ......... that he kept during the war between his 
country Japan and China. 98 ) 

1) loss 2) diary 3) mission 4) imagination

997. It is said that Alexander Fleming discovered the drug quite .......... when he was researching something else.

1) unconditionally 2) accidentally 3) interestingly 4) peacefully

998. Today, Harold Hart Crane is best ......... for a few poems and stories that he himself thought unimportant.

1) appreciated 2) regarded 3) remembered 4) deserved

999. The company was known for its poor business ......... and many people refused to buy its products.

1) solutions 2) inspirations 3) ethics 4) blessings

1000. Our literature teacher made the students learn the long English poem by ......... by the end of this week.

1) accident 2) heart 3) heritage 4) collection

1001. Did you know that it is illegal to copy from books without the ......... permission?

1) principle’s 2) physician’s 3) generation’s 4) author’s

1002. Old English was in many ways similar to Modern German. For ........., the nouns, adjectives, and verbs highly 

changed their form according to their meaning or use.

1) solution 2) principle 3) instance 4) guideline

1003. The young woman tried to ......... a good habit of eating healthy by only buying organic fruits and vegetables from 

her grocery store. 

1) prefer 2) record 3) develop 4) handle

1004. Football coach Chuck Knox once said, always have a plan, and believe in it. Nothing happens ......... .
1) for sure 2) by heart 3) for instance 4) by accident

1005. The number of people who smoke is increasing, so ......... will soon be the most common cause of death.

1) failure 2) temperature 3) function 4) cancer

1006. According to a psychology expert, scientists have ......... a gene which may explain why some people become alcoholics. 

1) regarded 2) spared 3) discovered  4) developed

1007. I enjoyed my time living and studying in India, but I really felt like I didn’t ......... there, so I was glad to finally come home.

1) bring up 2) refer 3) belong 4) catch

1008. According to recent research done by University of California, society doesn’t sufficiently value the ......... that 

elderly people have.

1) function 2) inspiration 3) principle 4) wisdom

1009. The beautiful forests of this country are believed to be part of our national ......... and must be protected by the government.

1) heritage  2) generation 3) belonging 4) blessing

1010. Readers of the magazine said that they wanted more stories about ......... people and fewer stories about the rich and famous.

1) ordinary  2) dedicated 3) successful 4) distinguished

1011. According to a famous psychologist, too many successful businessmen seem to have very few ......... when it comes 

to making money. 

1) functions 2) principles 3) responsibilities 4) solutions

1012. They believe that learners’ dictionaries are considered to be an important ......... for the second language learner. 

1) role 2) score 3) sense 4) tool 

1013. My daughter’s teacher said that he wanted to speak to me ......... her latest science test.

1) towards 2) through 3) regarding 4) against
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1014. A famous child psychologist once said that it is natural enough for teenagers to want to acquire knowledge from 

their ......... .
1) experiments 2) functions 3) duties 4) elders

1015. It is reported that ......... police officers surrounded the building in search of the bank robbers.

1) grateful 2) countless 3) ordinary 4) unconditional 

1016. The important point to note is that both parties offered similar ......... to this terrible problem. 

1) results 2) instances 3) solutions  4) functions

1017. On his tour of Italy, he visited several cities which are famous for their scenic beauty and ancient historic sites, 

........., Naples and Florence.

1) in addition 2) with regard 3) for instance 4) in principle

1018. According to a psychology expert, it’s important to have a sense of ........., a feeling that you are happy and 

comfortable somewhere.

1) identity 2) appreciation 3) responsibility 4) belonging

1019. A well-known philosopher once said that confidence does not come from knowing everything. It comes when you 

have an open mind and are ......... to learn new things. 

1) worthy 2) dedicated 3) grateful 4) willing 

1020. It is believed that in her latest novel, the ......... main focus was ......... when ordinary citizens did heroic things.

1) physician’s/ principles 2) physician’s/ instances 3) author’s/ principles 4) author’s/ instances

1021. Instead of going to a busy beach resort, my cousin and I decided to go hiking through a beautiful green valley for 

a(n) ......... vacation. 

1) willing 2) grateful 3) peaceful 4) unconditional

1022. My loving chemistry teacher, who fights against lung cancer and bears her illness with such patience, is a/an ......... 
to us all.

1) appreciation 2) heritage 3) inspiration 4) blessing

1023. The government has recently issued clear ......... on the teaching of ......... and the content of religious education in the schools.

1) instances/ medicine  2) guidelines/ ethics

3) instances/ principles  4) guidelines/ heritage 

1024. My Aunt Silvia goes to her exercise class for the fun and social side of it and, most ......... she supposes, for her health.

1) surprisingly 2) interestingly 3) importantly 4) successfully

1025. The couple didn’t find their dining experience ......... since the restaurant staff was rude and claimed to be out of 

their favorite dishes. 

1) terrible 2) enjoyable 3) peaceful 4) comfortable

1026. They believe that the new education systems give people an identity a place, and a sense of ......... .
1) principle 2) belonging 3) heritage 4) inspiration

1027. Unfortunately, one of my best coworkers can’t go out to work in the company because she has to stay at home to 

care for her ......... mother.

1) grateful 2) dedicated 3) willing 4) elderly 

1028. Some experts believe that the large number of ......... cases in the area are directly ......... to the new nuclear power station.

1) failure/ developed  2) cancer/ related

3) disease/ handled  4) pollution/ improved

1029. But a thorough change in world attitude takes a very long time, and we should ......... in helping them and must not 

be impatient.

1) be willing  2) take responsibility 3) burst into tears 4) spare no pains 
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1030. Food producers have a ......... to make sure their products are safe for consumer use, and this often ......... testing 
products on animals.

1) function/ includes  2) function/ receives
3) responsibility/ includes  4) responsibility/ receives

1031. According to a newspaper article I read, Cambridge University has very clear ......... the behavior of professors 
towards students.

1) responsibilities despite 2) functions regarding 3) inspirations despite 4) guidelines regarding
1032. When he said he was not ......... to answer that particular question, we switched on to other questions quickly.

1) suitable 2) willing 3) calm 4) exact 95 )
1033. The idea Edison got for the invention of the light bulb was, in fact, the ......... he drew from the equipment he used 

for his mother’s surgery. 98 )
1) radiation  2) vibration 3) inspiration  4) consumption

1034. We do not always remember that it is a great ......... when everyone in our family feels all right. We should appreciate this.
1) amazement 2) identity 3) heritage 4) blessing 98 ) 

1035. Hasan’s mother died when he was two and he was actually ......... by his father alone. 98 ) 
1) brought up 2) depended on 3) kept to himself 4) watched out

1036. Having been a nurse a few years ago was a ......... for Victoria as a mother; it actually allowed her to take better care 
of her baby. 98 )

1) demand 2) function 3) blessing 4) souvenir
1037. Parents often forget how important it is to talk to a child, and I think that lack of communication between these 

two ......... makes understanding more difficult.  98 ) 
1) customs 2) diversities 3) combinations 4) generations

1038. In my opinion, anyone with ......... values would do everything possible to avoid war.  98 ) 
1) brave 2) moral 3) favorite 4) hospitable

1039. One of my best coworkers was angry because her new boss increased her ......... in her job, but he didn’t increase her salary. 
1) duties  2) ethics 3) rules 4) values

1040. Yesterday the giant monkey somehow escaped from its ........., and spent the afternoon in the trees surrounding the zoo.
1) tool 2) lap 3) cage 4) duty

1041. Although the excellent Japanese worker might ......... a pay raise, his selfish and serious boss refuses to give him extra money. 
1) develop 2) donate 3) deserve 4) boost

1042. The bank ......... wearing a Mickey Mouse mask managed to steal two bags of money from the bank, but he was 
quickly caught by the police.

1) specialist 2) employee 3) author 4) robber 
1043. William Hastie, an American lawyer, once suggested that history ......... us of past mistakes from which we can learn 

without repeating them.
1) informs  2) regards 3) improves 4) spares

1044. It is said that the people of Holland are very ......... to the Canadian soldiers who helped to free their country during 
the Second World War.

1) loving 2) dedicated 3) peaceful 4) grateful 
1045. She emphasized that the Japanese should ......... release the four journalists and their driver arrested on October 22, 

2019 without even insisting on a prisoner exchange.
1) willingly 2) unconditionally 3) generously 4) gratefully
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1046. The selfish husband didn’t ......... his wife at all, only recognizing her worth once he had lost her in a terrible car 

accident in a highway.

1) donate 2) appreciate 3) distinguish 4) deserve
1047. A distinguished poet once said that ......... is simply the most beautiful, impressive and widely effective mode of 

saying things, and ......... its importance.
1) ethic/ hence 2) ethic/ however 3) poetry/ hence 4) poetry/ however

1048. Whenever Helen’s husband goes out of town on business, she has a really hard time ......... her two sons, who have 
serious behavior problems.

1) sharing 2) handling  3) caring 4) informing
1049. According to a distinguished teenager psychologist, attempt doesn’t necessarily bring success, but giving up 

definitely ends in ......... .
1) failure 2) inspiration 3) function 4) solution

1050. Japanese tourists often ......... large amounts of cash around with them, which can be very dangerous.
1) handle 2) deserve 3) receive 4) carry

1051. When my uncle was in London last year, someone broke into his room and ......... his wallet and expensive laptop. 
1) received 2) burst 3) carried 4) stole

1052. According to a recent study published in the Journal of Psychology, children with special needs or special abilities 
will receive the extra attention they ......... .

1) handle 2) deserve 3) donate 4) develop
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Locating References
vocabulary
Scanning for Details
Main Idea or Topic
Making Inferences
Purpose Questions
Transition Questions

Summary or Simplification / Essential Information
Insert Text
Tone of Author

The word/pronoun “X” refers to ......... .
What does the word/pronoun refer to .........?

It is too late to do anything to help many languages, 
where the speakers are too few or too old, and where 
the community is too busy just trying to survive to care 
about their language. But many languages are not in such 
a serious position. Often, where languages are seriously 
endangered, there are things that can be done to give 
new life to them. It is called revitalisation.
The word “their” in line 4 refers to ......... .

1) community  2) languages 
3) positions  4) speakers

............... “their”

 they
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1 
One theory of anxiety by Liebert and Morris in 1967 suggests that anxiety consists of two parts; worry and emotionality. 

Emotionality refers to physiological symptoms such as sweating, increased heartbeat and raised blood pressure. Worry refers to 
negative self-talk that often distracts the mind from focusing on solutions to the problem at hand. For example, when students 
become anxious during a test, they may repeatedly tell themselves they are going to fail, or they cannot remember the material, 
or that their teacher will become angry with them if they perform poorly. This thinking interferes with focusing on the test as 
the speech areas of the brain that are needed to complete test questions are being used for worrying. 

Dr. Edward Hallowell, author of Worry, argues that while “Worry serves a productive function,” anticipatory and dangerous 
worrying-which he calls “toxic worry”-can be harmful for your mental and physical health. He claims that “toxic worry is 
when the worry paralyzes you,” whereas “Good worry leads to constructive action” such as taking steps to solve problems that 

more information about the issue that is troubling them, or make sure that their information is correct. Another step to reduce 
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worry is to make a plan and take action and take “care of your brain” by sleeping enough, getting exercise, and eating a healthy 
diet. Hallowell encourages worriers to get “regular doses of positive human contact” such as “a hug or a warm pat on the back.” 
Finally, he suggests that worriers let the problems go rather than gathering them around themselves. 93 )
1414. What does the passage mainly discuss? 

1) The relationship between people’s personality and their type of anxiety.
2) The reasons why many people are affected by anxiety and worry.
3) Why scientists do not agree about the definition of worry.
4) What worry is and how to overcome it.

1415. Why does the author refer to students in paragraph 1? 
1) To illustrate a general point already made 
2) To suggest a way to improve students’ test performance 
3) To mention a group of people who are more exposed to worrying 
4) To throw light on the role of people’s situation in their experiencing anxiety 

1416. According to the passage, people affected by toxic worry ......... . 
1) first experience periods of sleeplessness and then start eating unhealthy foods 
2) hardly ever take any steps to solve those problems causing stress in their life 
3) mistake their mental problems for physical ones, which adds to their worry 
4) tend to talk to others to make themselves calm 

1417. The word “them” in paragraph 2 refers to ......... . 
1) worriers  2) problems 
3) worries   4) regular doses of positive human contact
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1 
Have you ever had an x-ray taken? If you have had a broken bone, toothache, or taken a suitcase on an airplane, you (1534)   ............... 

(1535)  ............... a picture of a bone, tooth, or (1536)  ...............
concealed from direct sight. X rays are useful in many ways. By reading an x ray, a doctor can see if a bone is broken or if a tooth 
has a cavity. The x ray process (1537)  ...............  
at an airport are x-rayed to see if any dangerous items are inside without having (1538)  ............... and look in each one. 94 )

1534.  1)  2) exactly 3) probably 4) actively
1535.  1) taking 2) to take 3) to taking 4) being taken
1536.  1) object 2) issue 3)  4) unit
1537.  1) discovered 2) had discovered 3) has discovered 4) was discovered
1538.  1) opened 2) opening 3) to open 4) been opened

2 
The earliest known people of North America were Indians and Eskimos. They probably (1539)  ............... to North America 

from Asia by way of Alaska, over a long (1540)  ............... of time. They spread to the east and south throughout North America. 
The Eskimos and many of the Indian tribes lived in undeveloped ways, (1541)  ............... stone weapons and tools. Many were 
wandering hunters in the (1542)  ............... and forests. The Indians of Mexico and Central America had an advanced civilization, 

(1543)  ............... . The greatest of the ancient Indian peoples, among them the 
Mayas and Aztecs, built beautiful stone temples and palaces. 94 )
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